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«Questo libretto trae origine, oltre che dalla mia disponibilità alla menzogna, da un periodo di
pace passato nelle isole Azzorre. Suoi argomenti sono fondamentalmente le balene, che più
che animali sembrerebbero metafore».«Ho molto affetto in keeping with gli onesti libri di
viaggio... Essi posseggono l. a. virtù di offrire un altrove teorico e plausibile al nostro dove
imprescindibile e massiccio». Queste frasi di Tabucchi ci richiamano alla mente queste altre
dello Zibaldone di Leopardi: «Le parole lontano, antico e simili sono poeticissime e piacevoli
perché destano idee vaste e indefinite...». Più advert esse corre il confronto che verso i mari e
le isole di Conrad e di Melville. Le isole di Tabucchi sono paesaggi che digradano rapidi verso
los angeles tentazione metafisica, le sue balene azzurre sirene che cantano di lontananze che
appartengono all'essere e non allo Donna di Porto Pim spazio e al tempo, le sue gesta di caccia
e i suoi naufragi hanno in line with situation i campi magnetici e le analogie potenti e misteriose
delle parole.
"I did step off and positioned my toes at the ground, in order that in addition to being the
fabricated from my readiness to inform untruths, this little publication partially has its origins
within the time I spent within the Azores. Basically, its material is the whale, an animal which
greater than the other would appear to be a metaphor; and shipwrecks, which insofar as they're
understood as disasters and inconclusive adventures, may likewise seem to be metaphorical." from the IntroductionWidely recognized for “Pereira Declares: A Testimony” and “Indian
Nocturne,” Italian novelist Antonio Tabucchi (1943 - 2012) brings his trademark minimalist
prose to the lady of Porto Pim, a set of fragments and tales approximately small islands and a
wide sea. whereas Donna di Porto Pim reading, one is aware back why Tabucchi has been in
comparison to the overdue Italo Calvino: the phrases the following recommend percentages
instead of defining certainties.The fragments and tales are geared up into "Part I Donna di Porto
Pim - Shipwrecks, Flotsam, Crossings, Distances," "Part II - Of Whales and Whalemen," and an
appendix of notes, references and a map. The boundaries, if there are any, of this paintings are
Donna di Porto Pim tested within the establishing "Hesperides: A Dream in Letter Form" the
place Tabucchi writes, "Having sailed for lots of days and lots of nights, i spotted that the West
has no end, yet strikes besides us, we will be able to stick to it so long as we adore with out
ever attaining it."One reads every one fragment searching Donna di Porto Pim for (and
expecting) clarifications and certainties in a lot an identical means sailor in a small boat rides the
it seems that actual winds and currents with the expectancy of shouting "land ho" this afternoon
or the following day then the area will once more be redeemed upon yes footings inside of
sturdy walls. One learns tales approximately outdated males Donna di Porto Pim and the songs
they sang whereas looking whales and, whereas they locate them and kill them, the whales by
no means appear to die. The whales the following take into consideration males and spot us as
abnormal and misplaced at the sea, leaving our ladies at the back of whereas making a song
songs that serve whatever lower than the songs of whales, and whereas the whales are wise,
they don't rather grab what guy is.The identify story, "The girl of Porto Pim," is a narrative inside
of a narrative that may be below real as a Donna di Porto Pim result of additions, deletions and
changes over the years. listed here are lovers, a mysterious lady who Donna di Porto Pim lives

in a utilitarian hut underneath her skill and a naive younger guy who sings a track to draw her
attention:"The moon was once bobbing up in a veil of red, a summer time moon. I felt a superb
longing, the water lapped round me, every thing was once so extreme and so unattainable, and
that i remembered whilst i used to be a child, how at evening I used to name the Donna di Porto
Pim eels from the rocks: then an concept got here to me, I couldn’t resist, and that i started to
sing that song. I sang it very softly, like a lament, or a supplication, with a handheld to my
voice."The track brings him wonders, betrayal, violence and years of stories that--depending at
the reader's aspect of view--stop wanting atonement or outline in bittersweet spells all that's
identified in regards to the magic of being human. Tabucchi says many stuff in a couple of
words. during this numinous assortment approximately dreams, whales, islands and ships, the
results of his obvious readability is a haunting mirage that floats endlessly within the center
distance like a potential speck of land above the limitless sea.One yearns for extra the following
and maybe that is enough.
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